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ABSTRACT
MARTHA OLIVIA WYMORE: The North Mississippi Field Guide for Young Explorers
(Under the direction of Brooke Alexander)
The North Mississippi Field Guide for Young Explorers is an interactive field guide to
some of North Mississippi’s wildlife designed for a younger audience, ages six to twelve. The
creation of this field guide is a culmination of my inspirations and interests as a child and my
involvement and passions as a student at the University of Mississippi. Multiple times during my
college experience I have had the fortunate opportunity to work with the local Montessori
school, Magnolia Montessori School, by volunteering for various events and leading educational
activities. After working with this school and learning about their teaching methods and their
dedication to their students and their community, I felt inspired to create a resource for a
program like the many they host during the school year and over the summer. This field guide
became two things for me: a way to intersect many of my interests in a creative project and a
means to give back to my community through producing a free resource. Following the first
round of printing by Magnolia Montessori School, the field guide will be shared with other local
educational programs to use or distribute. In order to be fully accessible, the field guide is
available online as an interactive book in addition to the downloadable version. The North
Mississippi Field Guide for Young Explorers is available on its own website,
www.northmsfieldguide.com.
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INTRODUCTION
The North Mississippi Field Guide for Young Explorers is an interactive field guide to
some of North Mississippi’s wildlife designed for a younger audience, ages six to twelve. It leads
the reader through different connections within Mississippi’s ecological communities in addition
to offering them relevant information about different species such as their appearance, behavior,
and ecological roles. Many illustrations in this guide are missing color and invite the user to add
their own. Additional pages are included at the end of this guide for notes, questions, and
sketches by the user. Although not a complete guide to the Mississippi outdoors, this is designed
to be an introduction to the diversity of species and the many ways they interact in the world
around us.

1

PURPOSE & INSPIRATION
The creation of this field guide is a culmination of my inspirations and interests as a child
and my involvement and passions as a student at the University of Mississippi. Much of my
youth was spent playing outdoors and learning about the benefits of nature. This relationship to
the natural world has been a grounding force through each phase of my life, and it grows with
me. This childhood curiosity has transformed into both a passion for conservation and a resource
for taking care of my own mental health. I have spent the last ten years growing and learning in
Mississippi’s natural landscape, and I have developed a deep appreciation for it and its history.
Multiple times during my college experience I have had the fortunate opportunity to work
with the local Montessori school, Magnolia Montessori School, by volunteering for various
events and leading educational activities. The school’s staff share similar values regarding the
importance of having a connection to the outdoors, often integrating “the importance of
environmental stewardship” in their practices and programs.1 After working with this school and
learning about their methods and dedication to their students and their community, I felt inspired
to create a resource for a program like the many they host during the school year and over the
summer.
This field guide became two things for me: a way to intersect many of my interests in a
creative project and a means to produce a free resource for my community and others. Following
the first round of printing by Magnolia Montessori School, the field guide will be shared with
1

(Environment and Sustainability n.d.)
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other local educational programs to use or distribute. The field guide is available as a free
resource online for use in any educational settings.

Nature as a Resource for Mental Health
As the world becomes more urbanized, the importance of spending time outside is
becoming more apparent. Experiencing nature is seen as both a treatment for stress and a tool for
maintaining one’s general health.2 Practices such as forest therapy are being integrated into
school programs in order to help children develop the skills required to use the natural world as a
resource for their own health. Nature exposure experiments show that many aspects of an
individual’s wellbeing are improved with nature therapy; in children, results show improved
school performance and heightened imagination and creativity3 in addition to having positive
effects on anxiety, self-esteem, and other health variables.4 However, as lifestyles become
urbanized and people become more ostracized from the natural world, the less adults and their
children experience these benefits. Having access to natural areas can also be more challenging
for low-income communities, as many of these areas are highly urbanized and industrialized. An
interaction of these factors influences the loss of these benefits through generations. In “Nature
and mental health: An ecosystem service perspective,” Gregory Bratman et al. (2019) refer to
this loss of benefits as an “extinction of experience.”5 This “extinction” is the loss of not only a
perspective that values the experience of nature but also the loss of the many advantages to
fostering this human-nature relationship.

2

(Marita Stier-Jarmer 2021)
(Gregory N. Bratman 2019)
4
(Min Kyung Song 2017)
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(Gregory N. Bratman 2019)
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Nature Education and Conservation
In addition to being a resource and tool for improving mental and physical health,
education on the importance of natural resources also leads to a deeper appreciation and desire to
conserve these natural resources. Certain studies show that the implementation of local naturebased activities can strengthen the human-nature relationship. One study by Assaf Shwartz et al.
(2012) analyzing the results of a nature activity day shares in its results that it is “suggested that
to increase the efficiency of conservation education, it is important to develop long-lasting
programs that integrate observations and interaction with nature as closely as possible into
people's daily lives.”6 This sustained relationship is important in the maintenance of individual’s
interest in protecting the natural world around them.
Much of conservation biology is rooted in the individual’s and society’s perception of the
importance of biodiversity and maintaining it. This guide shows just a select amount of the many
ways these species interact in the communities of North Mississippi, yet there are many more
that make the entire system connected and interdependent on the diverse types of organisms that
exist there. I designed this guide to support interest in this biodiversity but also to foster a
perspective of how the user is also a part of this system. The ability of the reader to “imagine
themselves as a key and integrated component of the natural environment” has been found to be
essential in supporting environmental education in studies comparing educational processes to
increase understanding of the importance of biodiversity.7 This style of learning involves both
science education and a development of emotional connection that are developed simultaneously
to foster this human-nature relationship.

6
7

(Assaf Shwartz 2012)
(Nunes, França and Paiva 2017)
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I believe that much of my personal appreciation of nature and understanding of its
benefits are rooted in my own childhood. This was influenced by the support from my family to
explore the outdoors, my easy access to natural spaces, and the types of books and media I
consumed. One children’s book in particular influenced this project in both my artistic style and
the way I wanted this guide to function as a tool in this human-nature relationship. The
Salamander Room, written by Anne Mazer and illustrated by Steve Johnson and Lou Fancher,
tells a story of a young boy that wants so badly to bring a salamander he found outside to live in
his room as a pet that he slowly transforms his room into a forest in order to make it habitable for
the salamander. At each step of this process, he continues to find issues with the space and
effectively creates something that is no longer a room—it is now just a forest. This was one of
my favorite books as a child; it both inspired me and frustrated me because I desired very badly
to turn my room into a “salamander room” and exist in that natural world all the time. I think this
book is looking at the conflict between nature and our lifestyles; this conflict does not allow a
full integration of these two worlds. The child cannot make his world habitable for the
salamander without fully recreating its true habitat. The beautiful illustrations of this book show
this process and how the boy tries diligently to respect the salamander and its needs. I took
inspiration for this field guide from Mazer’s child-friendly representation of this delicate balance
and the importance of both respecting the natural world and understanding the limitations of the
interactions we have with it.

5

ARTISTIC PROCESS
Each step of planning this guide required both making decisions regarding the aesthetic
qualities of the illustrations and guide itself as well as the utility and accessibility of the guide for
its intended audience. This involved making compromises and taking time to be specific in my
choices that I otherwise might not have done in a typical artistic process. Each choice required
research and preparation. This was true for the information collection, the illustration and
painting, and the book creation phases.

Book Content
For the scope of this project, the number of species included had to be limited. It was not
feasible to do a complete field guide for North Mississippi, and I did not want to limit this guide
to just one type of organism. I chose to limit the guide to around forty species. I first prioritized
certain species that were important to me, having grown up in this area. I asked friends and
family what specific species were prevalent to them. I physically walked around and made
observations in local natural areas such as the Whirlpool Trails in Oxford, The Holly Springs
National Forest and Strawberry Plains Audubon Center in Holly Springs, and The Tombigbee
National Forest near Tupelo. When I began this project in Fall 2021, I was enrolled in a course
centered on studying Mississippi ecology. This class, Ecology of Plant Communities of
Mississippi, became a great resource for learning about the ecological history and interactions of
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communities in Mississippi. Using these different sources, I narrowed down my choices based
on the species’ accessibility and overall interest created for a younger audience.
Although the information included in this guide is considered common knowledge such
as size, color, or other details about these different species, I used many children’s science
websites or books as inspiration for the wording and specific choices in the information that I
included. The guide is intended for ages six to twelve, which include both an age that is learning
to read and an age that is reading to learn.8 To accommodate this range in ages and reading
levels, the information in the guide varies in complexity and sentence length. I included a
glossary in the back of the guide for reference with words that might be advanced for some
readers, and I included in-text definitions for uncommon words. I used resources such as the
collection of EkoKids: Schoolyard Nature Guides by the Mississippi State University Extension
Service9 and the site BioKIDS: Kids Inquiry of Diverse Species by the University of Michigan.10
Both of these references were helpful in finding information that is accessible to children.
With guidance from Magnolia Montessori School, the language of this guide supports
both independent learning and exploring as well as affirmative language and accepting, positive
perceptions of other beings. Many pages in this guide suggest things the reader “can” do, rather
than giving strict directions or assignments to complete. In the “How To Use This Field Guide”
section, the guidelines explain that the book belongs to the reader and they have full control of
the book and how it is used. The user can put their name on the space under “This Book Belongs
To” on the first page and assume ownership of it. This step is important for the user to feel
comfortable drawing on top of the illustrations and adding their own writing and drawings to the
8

(Chall 1983, pp. 10-24)
(Burger n.d.)
10
(BioKIDS: Kids' Inquiry of Diverse Species n.d.)
9
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pages of the guide. Additionally, many suggestions are also posed as questions to both engage
the reader and to continue to recommend rather than command a certain use of the book.
The list of “Rules for Outdoor Exploring” is designed to set standard and create an
awareness of the impact that the user can make on their surroundings when exploring. This list
brings attention to the physical ways the user can harm or disrupt their natural environment, as
well as how their environment can sometimes not be safe to touch or interreact with too closely.
This idea is reiterated on the pages about poison oak and poison ivy; I included warnings about
the possibility of allergic reactions from these plants and reminds the user that they can “look but
not touch.” These pages are an important reminder that being aware of one’s own surroundings is
important when exploring areas that should be respected. I hope to both support awareness of
surroundings while not advocating any new unnecessary fears of the outdoors through these
warnings.

Reference Photos
When studying these different organisms and gathering reference photos, I used the
social network and online database iNaturalist. This is a joint initiative of the California
Academy of Sciences and the National Geographic Society that allows people to share
observations including images and descriptions to a worldwide network of scientists for review,
identification, and mapping.11 I used this database to see the frequency of different species in
North Mississippi. I then referred to the collection of certified and research grade images
submitted by contributors to collectively create an image of each organism by combining

11

(About n.d.)
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multiple different photos. This method was interesting and educational for me, as it showed how
many people came across these organisms in their environment and revealed how they interacted
with them. This was helpful in predicting how the users of the guide would potentially witness
these species in the world around them, and I used this knowledge in my choices of drawing
perspectives and body positioning of these different organisms in my illustrations.

Ink Illustrations
Early in the process of creating this field guide, I decided to draw my illustrations by
hand on paper. Although these illustrations could have been created digitally, I wanted this
project to result in a series of physical works on paper in addition to the digital booklet. The
process of hand painting these illustrations created for a more relaxed texture as well as some of
the imperfections that result from the natural behaviors of ink. I think this makes the booklet a
more inviting place for the user to add their own drawings and color, hopefully making it feel
less like a textbook or coloring book and more like a working piece of art or sketchbook.
Additionally, I wanted these illustrations to be accurate and identifiable but still have interesting
artistic qualities that made them more accessible for younger ages.
With the intention of this field guide being an interactive experience, I chose to illustrate
mostly in ink. This choice created works only in grayscale, allowing the user to add color on top
and make the drawings their own. These illustrations began as cross-contour ink drawings using
black ink pens. In order to make the drawings feel more dynamic and complete, I added an ink
wash, diluting ink with water, to create variations in value while still leaving enough white and
areas with minimal value to allow the later addition of color on top. I used repeated parallel lines,
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called hatching, to add texture and darker value in some areas. For species with more structure
and patterned areas, these lines worked very well to create interesting geometric detailing. After
practicing with this technique, I chose to continue this style throughout all the illustrations to
create a cohesive appearance across the booklet.
This ink style had to be altered for different types of organisms to meet the specific
requirements of textures and shape that vary between species. I began by mostly illustrating
plants and insects, so when I continued to mammals and birds, I adjusted the line style to mimic
fur and feathers. This involved using loose and organic lines with mammals to mimic the texture
of hair. For the feathers, I chose to make the lines and patterns more rigid, making the feather
appear more geometric while continuing the same illustration style.
For most of these illustrations, the ink wash is contained within the contour lines. For
some, I allowed the ink wash to flow outside of these lines to create a feeling of background
space or to give context to the placement of the organism. For the illustration of the spoon-leaved
moss, the ink wash is used to express a continuation of the moss beyond the limits of the
illustration. The leaves of the moss are so small that it required drawing a very zoomed
perspective to show these details, but this resulted in a clipped version of the full specimen. By
allowing the ink to spread past the “edges” of the illustration, I hoped to show that there are no
bounds to where the drawings stopped in hopes that the user would be more willing to draw
outside of the lines for their own sketches or when adding to mine.

10

Gouache Paintings
Although the intention behind the use of ink for most of the illustrations aligned with the
goals of the booklet, I decided to include a select amount of full color gouache paintings to both
add color to the booklet and to show the natural color of certain species to create interest for the
user. I chose to paint with gouache for its opaque color, matte texture, and fast drying time.
These qualities of gouache allow it to complement the ink illustrations by both replicating the
gestural nature of the ink wash due to its ability to dry quickly while remaining opaque to create
full color works. Similar to my goals with the ink drawings, I wanted these paintings to be
accurate and precise while still having interesting texture and imperfections.
In a similar manner to the ink illustrations, I chose to give a suggestion of a background
in some of these gouache works. For both the paintings of the fireflies and the bream, I used a
halo effect around the subject to suggest that the species were in the dark and underwater,
respectively. I hope this style will inspire the addition of backgrounds to the other paintings, as
well. After completing these works, I chose the painting of the persimmons to use as both the
cover of the field guide as well as the source of the color scheme. I chose a dark red-orange, a
mid-tone yellow-orange, a dark green, a light green, and a dark blue-green from this painting.
These colors were used in the book for designing the cover text, highlighting text boxes, and
creating other small details.

Book Design
The field guide was designed using the Adobe Creative Suite, specifically the programs
Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign. I scanned each of the illustrations using a flatbed scanner in
11

order to edit them as digital files. Once on the computer, I was able to place them each on their
own page spreads, or with another species in an interactive two-page spread. The species are
ordered based on these kid-friendly groupings: plants, insects, birds, mammals, amphibians,
reptiles, and fungi. This ordering is not exact, as there are some exceptions where the species
interactions or the aesthetics of the page design were given priority over the ordering.
The field guide is designed to be fully interactive. Many pages invite the user to draw
their own sketches of the species. At the beginning of the book, the user is invited to add their
own name and to fill out an “Exploration Log” each time they use the book. This is intended to
give ownership of this field guide to the user so it becomes more accessible rather than feeling
like a textbook. At the end of the book, there are pages dedicated to notes, questions, and
sketches for the user’s own observations. A ruler is included at the end of the book in addition to
conversion charts for inches to centimeters. Found throughout the book along the margins are
thin lines that give the accurate sizing for each species. These can be used in conjunction with
the ruler for real-life identification.
There are two typefaces used in the book: Quicksand and Monarcha. Quicksand was
chosen for the titles because it is a sans serif display font with rounded edges. In the earlier
stages of learning to read, children are able to read simple text with no complex, ornate
characters.12 Multiple designers recommend Quicksand for earlier readers for this purpose. The
typeface Monarcha is used for the title of the book and most of the body type making up the
book’s contents. This is a serifed typeface with slightly rounded edges, giving it a playful energy
while still appearing somewhat “scientific” and appropriate for a field guide.

12

(Chall 1983, pp. 10-24)
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In deciding the book specifications, I chose to make the field guide a size and file type
that can be produced using any type of printer. The pages are each 8.5 by 5.5 inch, which is half
of a piece of letter-sized paper. This allows the booklet to be printed at home on regular 8.5 by
11 inch copy paper and folded in half. A margin is maintained on every page to prevent any
images from running off the edges of the pages; this is called not having a “bleed.” This prevents
the need for the paper to be trimmed when there is variation in the amount of space along the
edges due to differences between printers. The paginated version of this file, the pdf that is
formatted for printing, is designed to be two-up Saddle stitch bound. This type of binding is easy
to do at home, adding to the accessible nature of the product. The file is in full color, but it will
soon be available in a version designed for black-and-white printing, as well.
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WEBSITE & DIGITAL ACCESSIBILITY
The North Mississippi Field Guide for Young Explorers will be available to download at
its own website, www.northmsfieldguide.com. In order to be fully accessible and to expand the
interactive capabilities of this resource, the field guide is also available to view online in addition
to the downloadable printable version. The option of reading this guide online is intended to
make it accessible in cases where printing is not possible. Although creating a digital version of
this guide does not completely align with the goals of this project, there are aspects to the guide
that still support outside play and exploration. The undeniable role that online learning plays in
education today cannot be ignored. However, there are still ways to use these electronic
resources to incite curiosity in nature and suggest that the user go explore and discover these
species themselves.
The online version will be more interactive than the printed version, containing
animations and sounds to accompany the pages. I used Adobe InDesign in addition to Adobe
After Effects to create interactive animations that play when the mouse is hovered over the
image or when the user clicks on an image or another interactive aspect on the pages. Adobe
InDesign offers a feature to directly publish files online. After publishing the field guide online, I
was able to embed the book file into its own website for anyone to view. This function maintains
the interactive components of the field guide and does not require any additional programs other
than a web browser to view the interactive book online.

14

CONCLUSION
Intended to be a free resource for local communities, The North Mississippi Field Guide
for Young Explorers is designed to be an accessible and interactive book made to spark curiosity
and facilitate outdoor exploration for ages six to twelve. This book functions as an introduction
to understanding the many ecological connections in the natural communities around us in hopes
of fostering healthy human-nature relationships in Mississippi’s youth. Due to the many health
benefits of establishing this connection, resources like this are becoming more valuable in an
increasingly urban society. Additionally, the users of this guide are invited to draw and create
along with each page, hopefully working as a free space for creative expression. To further the
accessibility of this project, an online, interactive version is available on the guide’s website.
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As you explore outside, bring something to
color with and add details, backgrounds, and
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Each time you take this book outside with you,
keep a log of your explorations on the next
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Get outside and explore the
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Exploration Log:

Some Rules of
Outdoor Exploring:
1. Leave no trace! Put things back where
you found them.

DATE:

LOCATION:

Example: April 4, 2022

Whirlpool Trails

2. Think about where you walk and where you
stomp.
3. Avoid touching if you aren’t sure it’s safe.
4. Be respectful to everything around you...
something probably lives there!

Each species has at least one Common Name
and a Scientific Name. In this guide, the
Scientific Name will be in italics underneath
the Common Name.
The Common Name is the name you know. This
would be “Firefly” or “Lightening Bug.”
The Scientific Name is a two-part Latin name
used to group and identify different species.
An example is “Photinus pyralis.” This is the
Scientific Name for fireflies!
2
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32-100 feet

White Clover

Trifolium repens

4 inches

This plant will produce white or purple
flowers that usually bloom in the spring.
You’ll find them growing in large patches on
the ground.

Finding a fourleaf clover is
unlikley, so if you
find one, they are
considered a sign
of good luck!

Kudzu

Pueraria montana

These long
green vines
are often
seen covering
much of
the North
Mississippi
landscape
during the
summer.

4

S
INVA

IVE SPECIES!

Kudzu was introduced from East Asia
in the late 1800s. It was originally sold
in the South for its pretty vines and
to prevent soil erosion. However, it
grows quickly at a rate of 1 foot per
day, allowing it to cover other plants
and block its neighbor’s sunlight! It is
now listed as a common weed.
5
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2-5 feet

Southern Magnolia
Magnolia grandiflora

This tree produces Mississippi’s State
Flower, the Magnolia. You’ll see these
flowers from summer to fall. Their flowers
open in the morning and close at night,
lasting for 2-3 days.

Lady Fern

Athyrium filix-femina

Magnolias are one of the oldest tree species
in the world. These are evergreen trees, so
they do not lose their leaves in the winter.
10 inches

These can be found in damp, shaded areas
like meadows, swamps, or along streams.
Their many light green leaves have an almost
feathery texture.
Ferns are one of the world’s oldest plant
groups. Relatives of this species existed
during the time of dinosaurs!

6

7
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Muscadine

1.25 inches

Vitis rotundifolia

The fruit
changes
from a
light green
to a dark
blue-violet
as they
ripen.

These are also
called Scuppernong
Grapes; this species is
related to the grapes you
get at the market!
8

9
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2 inches

Spoon-Leaved Moss
Bryoandersonia illecebra

This green moss can be found growing on
many surfaces, such as tree bark, rocks, and
the ground. It is soft to the touch and grows in
flat mats.

0.079 inch or 2 mm

Spoon-Leaved Moss is just one of the
many species of moss. Can you find any
others? Draw what you find here!

Honeysuckle

Lonicera japonica

IV
INVAS

E SPECIES!

This species of Honeysuckle
came from East Asia in
1806. It helps control soil
erosion, but its vines can
twist around and cover
other plants underneath!

These white or
yellow flowers
have a sweet
nectar inside.
This attracts
pollinators
like insects or
hummingbirds!

10
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Liquidambar styraciflua

5 inches

There are
many types
of oaks in
North MS.
These include
White, Post,
Southern
Red, Water,
Scarlet, and
more!

MMUNIT
C O E CT Y
N
I ON
O
C N

5 inches

Carya tomentosa

This tree gets its
name from its
dried sap used as
chewing gum and
other medicinal
purposes by Native
Americans.

Many animals
eat the nuts from
Mockernut Hickories
including the
Red-Bellied
Woodpecker and
White-Tailed Deer!

Blackjack
Oak Tree

Winged Elm Tree

Quercus marilandica

2 inches

5 inches

Mockernut
Hickory Tree

Sweetgum Tree

Ulmus alata

12
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Poison Oak

Toxicodendron pubescens

2-5 inches

Poison Oak grows on
the ground, growing
to 40 inches tall. It
looks like a tree
sapling, so pay
attention to its leaves!

TC H O U T !
WA

Do not touch this plant!
The oils on the leaves
can cause an allergic
reaction. This makes
some folks itchy!

Poison Ivy
Poison Ivy grows
as a vine, so you
may see it crawling
up a tree or along
the ground.

6 inches

Toxicodendron radicans
TC H O U T !
WA

Do not touch this plant!
The oils on the leaves
can cause an allergic
reaction. This makes
some folks itchy!
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Persimmon Tree

Diospyros virginiana

2 inches

Persimmons are small, edible
fruits that are ready to eat
in the fall. They have a sweet
taste with a texture similar to
an apricot.
MMUNITY
CO
NECTION
C ON
The fruit is eaten by the
Gray Fox, White-Tailed Deer,
Raccoon, and Woodpecker.
Luna Moths will lay their eggs
on their leaves which become
food for the caterpillars.

These trees are in the Ebony
Family due to their dark gray
to almost black bark when
mature. They also produce
small bell-shaped, yellow
flowers that are often hidden
under leaves.
16
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Rosinweed

Bombus impatiens

These bees are
covered in short
yellow and
black hairs with
females having
yellow faces and
males having
black faces.
Bumblebees
are considered
one of the most
important species
of pollinator bees
in North America.

Helianthus silphioides

3 inches

0.5 inch

Common Eastern
Bumblebee

Also called
“Ozark
Sunflowers,”
these flowers
are yellow
with dark
reddish-purple
centers. They
bloom in
mid-summer
to fall.

MUNIT
COMNECTI Y
ON
N
O
C
Many plants depend
on bumblebees for
pollination. When these
bees land on flowers to eat
the plant’s nectar, they
pick up pollen and carry
it to the next plant!
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Earth Worm

Pill Bugs

Armadillidium vulgare

Lumbricus terrestris

These small bugs
are also called “Roly
Polies” because they
can roll into a ball for
protection when they
feel threatened. This is
called “conglobation.”

Earthworms are important members of their
environments. They eat and break down the
dead matter on the ground, recycling the
nutrients back into the soil. Because of this
role, they are considered decomposers.
You may notice that their scientific name
sounds like “armadillo,” another organism
with this ability. Both of these names come
from the Latin root word “armatus”
meaning “to arm.”

RE DO THEY LIVE?
WHE
Earthworms usually live in the ground
or under rocks and logs, but you may find
them on the surface after it rains!
20

0.25 inch

4 inches

What colors are an
earth worm? Find
one and color in the
drawing yourself!
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Ruby-Throated
Hummingbird
Trumpet
Creeper

Campsis radicans

Trumpet
Creepers are
woody vines
that bloom
May to August.
They use aerial
rootlets to
climb up high,
so you’ll likely
find them up on
tree limbs or on
tall bushes!

3 inches

3.5 inches

Archilochus colubris

This plant has large
seed pods that hang
near their flowers.

These tiny birds beat their wings about 53
times per second!

Hummingbirds are
attracted to these tubular
flowers and the nectar
they produce.

You’ll see these in Mississippi beginning in
mid-April through the summer, but during
the fall and winter, they migrate to the
American Tropics, making their migration of
around 500 miles!
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RE DO THEY LIVE?
WHE
Cicadas spend most of their lives underground.
After hatching, they live underground for 2 to 17
years. When they emerge, they grow into adults
and shed their exoskeleton. These empty, light
brown shells can usually be found stuck to the side
of a tree or a wall. Once adults, they can be found
flying around looking for a mate.

1 inch

Male cicadas are responsible for the cicada
song. They flex drum-like organs called
tymbals that bend rapidly to create a series of
clicking noises. When multiple cicadas do this
at the same time, the sound can be up to 100
decibels. That’s as loud as a lawn mower!

Cicada

Superfamily Cicadoidea

There are 20 different species of annual
Cicadas in Mississippi and three broods of
13-year cicadas. These are called periodical
cicadas, and their groups or “broods” are
named with numbers. Brood XIX will emerge
next in 2024, Brood XXII in 2027, and Brood
XXIII in 2028.

Can you find a cicada or a cicada’s exoskeleton?
Draw it here!

You can find annual cicadas every year. They
have greenish bodies with black eyes.
The periodical cicadas that appear every 13
years have black bodies with orange eyes,
legs, and wings.
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Praying Mantis

Southern Flatcoil
Snail

Stagmomantis carolina

Polygyra cereolus

2 inches

Snails need
calcium to build
their shells. They
get this nutrient
from their
diet by eating
decaying plants,
wood, and more!

These insects get their name from the bent
position of their front arms that makes them
appear to be “praying.”
Their long and thin bodies help them easily
camouflage among plants. This allows them
to catch their prey more easily.

MUNIT
COMNECTI Y
ON
N
CO
These small snails eat
fungi, algae, and plants.
One of its most common
choices is White Clover!

0.25 inch

These tiny snails
are often found
under logs or
rocks. You’re
likely to find
multiple at once!

Mantises’ colors vary because they can
adjust their color during their time of
molting to match their environment. Add
color to this drawing or create your own!
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4.5 inches

Luna Moth
Actias luna

Photinus pyralis
Also called Lightening Bugs, these beetles
use bioluminescence in their body to produce
light signals at night. They use these signals
to communicate to other fireflies. These bugs
don’t taste good, so predators know not to eat
them when they see the lights flash!

The round
designs on their
wings are meant to
look like eyes and confuse
potential predators. This is
called mimicry.

This light can be yellow, green, or orange.
You’ll see them blinking outside at night from
May to July. When multiple are in an area at
once, you may notice them blinking in sync.

0.5 inch

These insects spend the first month of
their lives as caterpillars before building a
cocoon. They live in their cocoon for three
weeks before emerging as a moth.
They only live
for about a week
as moths, so
they don’t have
a mouth or
stomach. They use
the stored energy
from eating in their
caterpillar stage.

28

MUNIT
COMNECTI Y
ON
N
O
C
While caterpillars, Luna
Moths like to feed on
many tree species,
including Mockernut
Hickory and Sweet Gum!
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Red-Bellied
Woodpecker

Pinus echinata

Melanerpes carolinus

10 inches

3 inches

Shortleaf Pine

Red-Bellied
Woodpeckers
have bright
red feathers
on their head,
but these are a
different species
than Red-Headed
Woodpeckers.
You can identify
them by the
pattern on their
backs!

Short Leaf Pine needles are usually 3 to 5
inches long. The bark is reddish-brown
and appears plated and scaly. If you look
closely, you can see resin “pockets” that
look like tiny holes throughout the bark.

These birds hunt for food by
pecking holes into bark
and sticking their long
tongue inside to target prey
in deep crevices. They can stick
out their tongue 2 inches past
the tip of their beak!

MUNIT
COMNECTI Y
ON
N
O
C
Pine trees provide cover and
food for birds like the Red-Bellied
Woodpecker and other small
wildlife. White-Tailed Deer also
eat pine seedlings.
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Barred Owl

Raccoon

Strix varia

Procyon lotor

Raccoons are nocturnal mammals and are
rarely seen out during the daytime. They are
both excellent climbers and also swimmers!

18 inches

You may notice that
raccoons use their hands
in many of the same ways
humans do. They have an
advanced sense of touch
and use their hands to eat
and to communicate with
each other! They have also
been known to wash their
food before eating.

These birds of prey are nocturnal hunters,
but you may still see one out during the
daytime. Even if you do not see one, you may
see signs of it like dropped feathers.

Raccoons are
omnivores and
will eat most
things they can
find. This includes
insects, fruits,
nuts, frogs, fish,
and bird eggs.

10 inches

You can distinguish their
call from others because of
its recognizable 9 syllable
pattern that sounds like
“Who cooks for you? Who
cooks for you all?” This is
called a two-phrase hoot!

MUNIT
COM ECT Y
N
ION
N
CO
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White-Tailed Deer

Gray Fox

Odocoileus virginianus

Urocyon cinereoargenteus

These deer are very common in
North MS. They are usually a tan
or brown color in summer and a
grayish brown in winter. When
young, they have white spots
down their back and sides.

Deer tracks

2 feet

The underside of their tail is
bright white. They will flash
their tail when alarmed!

Gray foxes are omnivores and are sometimes
called “tree foxes” or “cat foxes.” They are
primarily nocturnal, but you may spot one
during the day.

3-4 feet

They are known to climb trees in search
of food or a place to rest. Their claws will
partially retract (similar to cat claws),
allowing them the unique ability keep their
nails sharp for climbing!
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Eastern Box Turtle

Mississippi
Slimy Salamander

Terrapene carolina

Plethodon mississippi

You’re likely to find a Box Turtle in the
spring to fall when it’s not too hot outside.
During the summer heat, they hide under
logs or leaves to keep cool. They hibernate
during winter months.

These amphibians are usually found beneath
coverings like logs or rocks. They produce a
poisonous sticky substance on their skin to
defend against predators.
TC H O U T !
WA
If you find a
salamander, you can
look but do not touch!
The oils on your skin
can harm this friend!

Different species can
be identified based
on their size and
shell pattern.

36

4 inches

3 inches

MS Slimy Salamanders
have black bodies
scattered with small
white or silver spots.

If you frighten this turtle, it will retract
its head, tail, and limbs into its shell. They
remain like this until the threat is gone. It
uses its shell to effectively protect itself
from many predators!
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Green Tree Frog

4 inches

0.1 inch

2.5 inches

Hyla cinerea

Green Tree Frogs are amphibians that go
through a metamorphosis. This means they
experience major changes in body structure.

Bream

1 inch

Lepomis macrochirus

This fish’s name can also be spelled “Brim”
or they are also called “Bluegills.” This fish
is commonly found hiding among plants
and trees along the banks of ponds. Their
coloring varies between individuals. Their
bellies can be a yellow like the one illustrated
here, or they can be a fiery orange color.

Adults will lay several hundred eggs usually
hidden around aquatic plants. Once the eggs
hatch, they live as tadpoles in water for 8-10
weeks after hatching. They start to develop
legs and lose their tails, and soon will be able
to survive on land as adult frogs.

Their nests can be seen in groups
underwater. They look like round shadows.
This is where females lay their eggs.

You may recognize their call at nighttime.
They make a loud “reeenk reeenk” sound.
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2-10 inches

Do you have any notes about things you
found? What questions would you like to ask?
You can write them here!

Oyster
Mushroom
Pleurotus ostreatus

These white,
fan-shaped
mushrooms
are common in
Mississippi. They
have decurrent
gills, meaning
their gills, the
folds under their
caps, are attached
and run down
their stems.
These decomposers
feed off dead
materials, so you’ll
likely find these growing
on dead wood or trees in
summer or fall.
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Field Sketches
Did you find something but don’t know what
it is? Or something that looks interesting? You
can draw it here and write down any notes
about it that can help you research it later!
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Glossary

mimicry: when a species looks similar to another species in order to
fool predators
molting: when an animal sheds part of its body like a shell or hair at
certain times or year or life stages
nectar: a sweet, sugary liquid made by plants to attract insects and
birds (see pollinators)
nocturnal: an animal that is mostly active during the nighttime
and rests during the day
omnivores: an animal that eats a combination of plants and
animals
organism: a living thing such as plants, animals, fungi, and more
poisonous: a harmful substance to living things, either when
touched or eaten; also called “toxic”
pollinator: an animal that carries pollen from one plant to another,
helping with plant reproduction
predator: organism that attacks or hunts and eats another; the
organism they eat is the prey
reptile: cold-blooded land vertebrates with rough, scaley skin; these
animals lay eggs
resin: a chemical in plants, found especially in coniferous trees like
pines, that protects them from insects and other predators
root word: a Latin word acting as a base of a word
sapling: a young tree
scientific name: a two-part Latin name used to put species into
groups
soil erosion: when the top layer of soil is washed away by water or
blown away by wind; this happens more when the soil is dry or overfarmed
species: a group of organisms; this is the most specific grouping of
living things
tadpole: also called a “polliwog;” this is the first stage of life for a
frog after hatching from its egg; they breathe water
sap: fluid that runs through plants
tymbals: special structures in a cicada made of vertical ribs that are
used to make sound
vertebrate: an animal that has a backbone; this includes mammals,
birds, fish, amphibians, or reptiles; animals that do not have
backbones are invertebrates

aerial rootlets: plant roots that grow from the stem, above ground
amphibian: cold-blooded vertebrate animal that have an aquatic
larval stage (like a tadpole) and a land lung-breathing adult stage
(like a frog)
bioluminescence: when an organism produces light through a
chemical reaction
brood: a population of cicadas grouped by year of emergence or
location
camouflage: the ability to hide by blending into surroundings
cocoon: a silky capsule created by an insect to protect itself during
a metamorphosis
community: a collection of different species that all live in the
same area and interact with each other in various ways
conglobation: to form into a round ball
decomposer: an organism that breaks down dead organic matter
into nutrients
environment: an area where an organism lives, including all the
living and non-living parts and the interactions between them
evergreen: plants that keep their leaves and other foliage for more
than one season; their leaves are only shed after new ones have
grown
exoskeleton: a hard shell on the outside of an invertebrate (like an
insect) that protects it and supports its shape
gills: used to breathe underwater; they allow oxygen to be absorbed
from the water into the fish, amphibian, or other animal’s blood
hibernation: warm-blooded animals will fall into a sleep-like state
of low activity to preserve energy during winter when food is scarce
invasive species: a species that is not originally found in an area; it
was somehow introduced from its native place to a new area
mammal: animal with fur; regulates their own body temperature
metamorphosis: when an animal enters two or more different
physical stages while growing to an adult; this occurs in many
insects and amphibians
migration: animals moving long distances in order to find food,
mates, or better climates; this occurs in a pattern dependent on
time of year
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*This ruler is true to size when printed on letter size paper.
Slight inaccuracies can occur depending on the printer used.
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Olivia Wymore is a Spring 2022
graduating student of Biology and
Art from the University of Mississippi,
Oxford, MS. Inspired by her work with
Magnolia Montessori School, she chose
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of her capstone project for the Sally
McDonnell Barksdale Honors College.
The North Mississippi Field Guide for
Young Explorers is designed to be a free
resource to children with any amount
of experience exploring in the outdoors.
The goal of this project is to help the
users of this guide become more
familiar with and feel more comfortable
in the natural world around them and
hopefully gain a deeper appreciation for
nature in the process.

Olivia Wymore
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website: www.oliviawymore..com
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THE

North Mississippi
Field Guide FOR
Young Explorers
BY OLIVIA

WYMORE

WITH MAGNOLIA MONTESSORI SCHOOL

some of North Mississippi’s wildlife
designed for young explorers. It
connections within Mississippi’s
ecological communities in
species such as their appearance,
behavior, and ecological roles.
Many illustrations in this book invite
explorers to add their own color.
Additional pages are included at
the end of this guide for notes,
questions, and sketches.
Although not a complete guide
to the Mississippi outdoors, this is
designed to be an introduction to
the diversity of organisms and the
many ways they interact in the
world around us.
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